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Pakistan Achieves Peace Between Afghanisa´s TALIBAN & UNITED STATES 
Said SHEHZADA HAYYAT President UICF-UK 

London, 23.03.2020, 18:03 Time

USPA NEWS - Pakistan achieves one of the biggest peace deals' in global history between the world's most powerful country's The
United States and the world's bravest and unbeatable fighting militia freedom fighters the Afghan Taliban, said Shazada Hayat
President UICF (UK) and international community welfare activist. The United States and Afghanistan's Taliban's representatives
have signed a final peace deal after months of negotiations in the capital of Qatar. The breakthrough agreement has paved the way to
end the United States longest war. 

The USA and Afghanistan Taliban have been fighting this war which has cost a huge loss of life on both sides. The destruction of
Afghanistan is beyond comprehension. The economic loss to The United States runs into hundreds of billions of US Dollars with no
end in sight. The United States for over 18 years with the help and support of the Afghanistan puppet government have used its full
powerful might to try to defeat the ill-equipped Afghan Taliban.

USA has failed to defeat the Afghan Taliban's who have fought with brave hearts of lions and whose motto throughout history is, "God
is Great" and "Surrender is not an option," said Shazada Hayat. The history of the world will never forget how the Afghanistan Talibans
stood up to the might of the USSR and defeated them out of Afghanistan. This humiliating.

defeat for the Soviet Union was the catalyst, which led to the demise of the USSR. The much-needed peace deal between The USA
and Afghanistan for world order would not have been possible and achieved without the outstanding skilful initiative and mediation of
Pakistan. The full credit goes to the Prime Minister of Pakistan Imran Khan and the Pakistan Army Chief of Staff General Qamar Javid
Bajwa, who brought the two sides together by persuading them that the only option for peace was through dialogue and mediation.
Pakistan has managed to pull off one of the biggest peace deals in the world history as this continued conflict would have inevitably led
to World War III and engaged the world super powers to an unprecedented all out nuclear destruction.

The peace deal achieved has disappointed and dismayed the enemies of The US, Pakistan and Afghanistan Talibans who have
continued to work on their desire that these three countries must always be involved in turmoil and conflict and continue to be the
never ending biggest victims of terrorism. This end to the l18-year-old conflict has now started to see the prisoner exchange and
withdrawal of the United States armed forces from Afghanistan.

The end to this conflict will see the true and patriotic independent Afghans take the power rightfully from the puppet government soon,
which is what the brave and patriotic Afghanistan Taliban's have been vigorously fighting and sacrificing their lives for. This great
historic achievement by Pakistan has propelled the country in the eyes of the world as the great nation of peace that has managed to
achieve a phenomenal success of armistice between The USA and Afghanistan. No other nation like Pakistan has singlehandedly
managed such paramount success of peace between two nations whose conflict was a great threat to global peace. The United
States, Afghanistan Talibans and the world owe a huge debt to Pakistan. The United Nations must commend Pakistan for their
outstanding achievement. 

The United Nations must join the public of the world who commend Pakistan for this historic peace deal who wish to see the Nobel
Peace Prize for 2020 go to Pakistan Prime Minister Imran Khan and the people of Pakistan, said Shazada Hayat.
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